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With close to two decades of experience helping readers 

choose the right portable devices, we’re one of the oldest 

publications devoted exclusively to mobile technology – and 

with an ever-growing audience of millions and millions a 

month across Pocketnow.com, our YouTube channel, and all 

of our social media (Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Instagram, 

Flipboard), we’re also one of the largest. 

Through it all, one goal has remained the same: to provide 

top-notch news, editorial, review and video content to mobile 

enthusiasts – veteran and newcomer alike. 

A B O U T  U S

ABOUT OUR 
VIDEOS

Y O U T U B E

We have joined YouTube in 2007, making Pocketnow one of 

the first mobile-oriented tech channels on the platform. More 

than ten years later, we have an ever-growing audience of 

1.5M+ subscribers who enjoy our quality video content. Our 

videos range from daily shows to reviews, features, 

comparisons, device launches, trade shows, and our award- 

winning podcast. With 600M lifetime views, our unbiased 

approach and beautiful content is appreciated by a vast 

audience worldwide.  

http://youtube.com/pocketnow

smartphone, tablet, and wearable reviews, videos, editorials, and news



ABOUT OUR ARTICLES 

WEBSITE

Founded in 2000, our website offers round-the-clock

news coverage, commentary, reviews, features, and

much more. With close to two decades of experience,

our readers appreciate our timely and unbiased

content written by trusted experts and journalists.

Over 10M users return to Pocketnow several times

per day to stay up to date with everything that

matters in the mobile landscape. They also listen to

our award-winning weekly Podcast! 

 

http://pocketnow.com

SOCIAL MEDIA

Pocketnow has a strong social media presence.  

Over 1M people follow us on Facebook, Twitter,

Instagram, Google+, and Flipboard. Whether to stay

up to date with the most recent developments in the

mobile landscape, or just to connect with us and our

community, our followers are young dedicated tech

enthusiasts from across the globe. 

 

http://twitter.com/pocketnow 

http://facebook.com/pocketnow 

http://instagram.com/pocketnow 

http://plus.google.com/+pocketnow

We're looking forward to another decade, as 

we're soon turning 20. That means that we're 

not slowing down; on the contrary. We're more 

excited, driven and committed as never before 

in delivering not only the trusted content our 

subscribers, readers, and followers are used to, 

but also in creating new, beautiful, unbiased 

and trend-setting text and video. 

"Join us for the next chapter of a new decade in 

technology journalism, the place where tomorrow 

is really today" Anton D. Nagy, Editor-in-Chief, 

Pocketnow

WHAT'S  NEXT

T H E  F U T U R E  
O F   P O C K E T N O W


